
China's power system institutional reform:
Development and optimization of transmission and distribution tariff

In March 2015, the Central Committee of the CPC and the State Council jointly issued Opinions on Further Deepening
the Reform of the Electric Power System7 (referred to as Document No. 9, CHN: 关于进一步深化电力体制改革的若干意
见), which o�cially opened a new round of institutional reform of China's power system. The NDRC and the National
Energy Administration (NEA) subsequently issued supporting policy documents that identi�ed six key reform areas8,
including transmission and distribution tari� (T&D tari�) reform, the key of which is to realize direct transactions
between power generators and electricity sellers/users, and power grid enterprises to charge T&D tari� as service
providers. The veri�cation of transmission and distribution costs to form the T&D tari� has become a vital issue. T&D
tari�s include inter-provincial transmission tari�s and provincial transmission and distribution tari�s. This document
mainly focuses on provincial transmission and distribution tari�s. The NDRC issued three documents in 2017, 2020,
and 2022, taking three years as a cycle, and progressively optimized the provincial power T&D tari� veri�cation system
according to the development of China's power system marketization.

Provincial T&D tari� reform mainly includes two parts: 1) clarifying the electricity price structure of users participating
in market transactions; 2) clarifying the pricing principles, price structure, and calculation methods of T&D tari�.

Background of transmission and distribution tariff reform

Main contents of provincial power T&D tariff reform

In May 2023, the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) issued the Notice on the Third Supervision 
Cycle of the Provincial Power Grid Transmission and Distribution Tari� and Related Matters (CHN: 关于第三监管周期省
级电网输配电价及有关事项的通知 ).6 Establishing transmission and distribution tari�s (T&D tari�s) is important to 
China's power system institutional reform. This is the third time the government has approved the T&D tari�s of various
provinces. On the one hand, from October 2021, the government requires all industrial and commercial users to
participate gradually in the power market, so the classi�cation and structure of end-use electricity prices must be
further optimized. On the other hand, China is building a new-type power system with new energy as the main body.
Electricity prices need to re�ect the multiple values of power resources more accurately, such as capacity reserve and
ancillary services. This revision aims to fully address the problems mentioned above.

Key contents of the three pricing cycles of provincial power T&D tariff

Souce: Sorted according to the NDRC policies.
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The �rst pricing cycle (2017~2019): 
Initially establishing a framework for the pricing of T&D tariff01
NDRC clari�ed that the electricity price structure for market-oriented users keeps to the feed-in tari� + T&D
tari� + government fees and surcharges. Among these, the T&D tari� adopts the basic principle of allowable
cost + reasonable pro�t and is determined according to the voltage level. The T&D tari� structure adopts a
single electricity price or a two-part electricity price which includes capacity tari� and electricity tari�. The
capacity tari� standard is �xed regardless of the voltage level for a speci�c type of user.

With the increasing proportion of renewable energy power generation, the demand for �exibility services in
the power system is increasing. Accordingly, NDRC has added ancillary service fees to user electricity prices,
clarifying the cost transmission principle. At the same time, the government requires the cancellation of �xed
electricity prices for industrial and commercial users, that is, all industrial and commercial users with
consumption above 10 kV must gradually participate in power market transactions. Therefore, the
accounting of T&D tari� has covered all provincial power grids (according to voltage levels) for the �rst time,
laying the foundation for comprehensive market-oriented power transactions.

The second pricing cycle (2020~2022):
Improving the pricing rules for T&D tariff02

NDRC gradually merges large-scale industrial users and general industrial and commercial users into
industrial and commercial users, that is, all industrial and commercial users of the same voltage level to
implement the same user electricity price (including T&D tari�). Previously, the T&D tari� of general industrial
and commercial users was higher than that of large-scale industrial users. The change is conducive to
creating a fairer market environment and further promoting the participation of all industrial and commercial
users in the electricity market.

The third pricing cycle (June 2023~June 2026):
Optimizing the T&D tariff pricing system03

In the electricity price structure, NDRC listed the feed-in line loss and system operation costs separately,
making it more explicit that costs unrelated to power transmission and distribution services should not be
included in the T&D tari�. Listing the grid line loss separately makes it easier for users to see grid loss cost
change more intuitively, and promotes the e�ciency and loss reduction of the power grid; listing the system
operating cost separately, and dividing the ancillary service fee and the capacity tari� of pumped storage,
helps to more clearly re�ect the �exibility resources in the power system and clari�es the cost transmission
mechanism. In addition, for the �rst time, NDRC has accounted for the capacity tari� of the T&D tari�
according to the voltage level, which more scienti�cally re�ects the actual power supply capacity cost.12
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